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2016-03-14 Stand Up Meeting notes
Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Brock Angelo
Prep for GLM release, closing out tasks in 
Geodashboard 2.2

 

Rob Kooper
PEcAn

XSEDE paper
LSST

middleware discussions
TERRA

Danforth meeting
SEAD

asynchronous uploads

PEcAn
retract release due to bug

LSST
initial discussions about middleware/workflow

TERRA
Danforth meeting

SEAD
asynchronous uploads 

Jong Lee
NIST-CORE
HR

NIST-CORE
HR

Rui Liu
BD sprint: Finish BD-1009 (Polyglot download SS 
file and serve), start BD-1007 (polyglot refactoring 
design).
Earthcube: ECGS-68 (matching of data and 
model using reasoning).

BD sprint: Finished BD-1009 (Polyglot download SS file and serve), BD-
1017 (fix poyglot test failures), started BD-1007 (polyglot refactoring 
design).
Earthcube: Did first impl of ECGS-68 (matching of data and model using 
reasoning), showed Luigi.

Kenton 
McHenry EarthCube proposal

HR stuff
BD Sprint
NDS Planning

EarthCube proposal
BD2K supplement
BD Sprint/code review
NDSC5 Planning
LSST Staffing

Christopher 
Navarro BD - sprint, help with bdfiddle

NIST - code review, bug fixing, work on Tsunami 
damage analysis

BD - code snippet for bdfiddle for querying API
NIST - code review, fixed tornado progress bar, fixed ergo bug reading 
schema files and attenuation model coefficients, worked on Tsunami 
damage analysis
Other - answered Ergo questions

Luigi Marini
BD - Work on my sprint tasks
Earth Cube - proposal writing
SEAD

pull requests
bearer token new feature
6 months update text for report

GLM
redis caching
react.js example

BD - Got some work done on the testing code for new extractors
/converters
Earth Cube - more paperwork
SEAD

6 months update docuemtn
more work on the bearer tokens

Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - JIRA tasks, finish  start finally CATS-459,

 and ,CATS-390 CATS-404
MDF - NDS/2016-03-14+Kickoff

SEAD - JIRA tasks, Done
MDF - NDS/2016-03-14+Kickoff

Smruti Padhy
BD

Sprint tasks
XSEDE paper sections

SDN
Test the packet ordering of flows coming out 
of HTB queue
Review the SDN QoS paper

BD
Sprint task - started modifying R library to support keys/tokens
XSEDE paper sections writing - abstract, Introduction, Usecases 
and reviewed with Jay

SDN
Started reading the SDN QoS Paper
Ran on experiment with SSH and ICMP traffic and tried to see the 
packet ordering using tcpdump and wireshark. But the rate limiting 
of HTB was not evident.
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Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

BD
Sprint tasks

DEBOD
Handwritten digit separation and recognition

VAT

 

 - CATS-395 Moving datasets in or out 
of a space should update multimedia 

 distances collection TO DO

BD
Worked on sprint tasks

DEBOD
Worked on improving digit separation

Inna 
Zharnitsky

   

Marcus 
Slavenas GLTG

get usgs parsing, nitrate/discharge gap 
filling, and load/cumulative load running on 
cron

BD
finish bd.m, package and add instructions, 
add code to BD API
test template extractor

IARP
determine what writing contributions I need 
to make

GLTG
Added functionality for update (continuous) parsing to gap filling 
and load calculation
One usgs site running on cron. Still testing.

BD
working on index function for matlab client

parsing json - not sure of .index.tsv format
Compiled enough images with 1<Green Index<60 and sent to Tum

IARP
will need to send Liz technical portion for proposal/paper by 29th

UIUC
ethics training

NCSA/ISDA
Interview with Hallie Workman, communications grad student, 
about collaboration in interdisciplinary environment

Indira 
Gutierrez Polo

SEAD:

Filter the collections to only show root collections

CyberSEES:

Continue working on recommended 
improvements from the hackathon closing 
meeting.
Integrating new workflows

SEAD:

Filter the collections to only show root collections
Review pull requests

CyberSEES:

Some work on integrating Bardia's workflow. It is working on datawolf. 
Need to integrate it to the workflow.

Yong Wook 
Kim

   

Omar Elabd
Finish NGA Testing
Submit Pull Requests

NGA Testing
Investigating Metadata for Census and NBI

Maxwell 
Burnette

   

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Yan Zhao  
SEAD

feature/CATS-461-use-and-require-description-as-abstract
feature/CATS-467-creating-child-collection-drops
bugfix/CATS-94-newsfeed-does-not-show-all-events

MSC
test one class classification
test for the feature vectors' combination
test for PCA 's effectiveness in pre-screening step
more detail for related work section.
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